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Second Thoughts
Brent Johnson  | Oct 15, 2000 | 2 min read
Selected Companies Providing Used or Refurbished Lab Equipment Selected Companies Providing Used or Refurbished Lab Equipment (Continued) For scientists who are unfamiliar with the secondary market for lab equipment, the prospect of buying a used centrifuge or thermal cycler conjures up images of fast-talking salesmen and broken-down instrumentation strung together with duct tape and paper clips. Fearful of high-pressure tactics disguised in polyester and snake skin boots, many scientists in

  


Funding Opportunities in the Life Sciences
The Scientist Staff  | Dec 10, 2000 | 1 min read
Organizations are welcome to submit information for consideration for future listings by contacting kdevine@the-scientist.com Click to view the PDF file: Funding Opportunities in the Life Sciences

  


Funding Opportunities in the Life Sciences
The Scientist Staff  | Nov 26, 2000 | 1 min read
Organizations are welcome to submit information for consideration for future listings by contacting kdevine@the-scientist.com Click to view the PDF file: Funding Opportunities in the Life Sciences

  


Funding Opportunities in the Life Sciences
The Scientist Staff  | Nov 12, 2000 | 1 min read
Organizations are welcome to submit information for future listings by contacting kdevine@the-scientist.com Click to view the PDF file: Funding Opportunities in the Life Sciences

  


Funding Opportunities in the Life Sciences
The Scientist Staff  | Oct 29, 2000 | 1 min read
With this issue, The Scientist introduces a new regular feature. "Funding Opportunities in the Life Sciences" will list a selection of sources who are offering funding for life science research. Organizations are welcome to submit information for future listings by contacting kdevine@the-scientist.com Click to view the PDF file: Funding Opportunities in the Life Sciences

  


A Cut Above
Deborah Wilkinson  | Mar 19, 2000 | 10 min read
Tools for limited proteolysis studies X-ray crystallography and two-dimensional nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) remain the methods of choice for determining the high-resolution three-dimensional structure of globular proteins. However, not every laboratory has the equipment and expertise required for these physicochemical methods. Before a protein can be examined by X-ray crystallography, it must first be crystallized. Some proteins form crystals more readily than others, and discovering the p

  [image: ]Families of Children with Rare Diseases Fuel Gene Therapy Research
The Scientist  | May 1, 2018 | 10+ min read
Crowdfunding can power investigations into diseases that would otherwise receive little attention.

  


New Tools Enable Gene Delivery
Deborah Stull  | Dec 10, 2000 | 7 min read
Electroporator Suppliers Lipid Transfection Reagents - Supplemental Table not in Print Edition Virus Transduction Reagents - Supplemental Table not in Print Edition Equibio Ltd.'s CelljecT Pro system Technologies that introduce DNA and RNA into eukaryotic cells, tissues, or organisms provide opportunities to study the regulation and function of genes and proteins. The biggest barrier that these technologies must overcome is the cell membrane, which is not permeable to highly charged macromol

  


Six Degrees of Separation
Debra Swanson  | Apr 2, 2000 | 5 min read
HPLC Products Characteristics of commonly used columns for biomolecules Rheodyne's automated HPLC column selector Simplification might be the single common goal of most scientific disciplines. Whether the entity of interest is an equation, a reaction, or an organism, the details need to be defined if the complexity of the whole picture is to be understood. In the research laboratory, many techniques exist for separating complex biological mixtures to attain the simple facts. Some of these meth

  


Front Page
Ted Agres  | Nov 16, 2003 | 3 min read
FUNDING FORUM | GMO Shade Genetically modified organisms are growing on trees. No, they are trees. More than 200 notices of field trials for genetically-engineered (GE) trees have been filed in the United States during the past decade, with about half coming since 2000. In addition to making trees disease- and insect-resistant, researchers hope to genetically engineer bioremediation traits so trees can help remove environmental toxins. Other goals include accelerating tree growth and reducin
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